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Here it is, 2013. Where did the time go?! It has been a busy one for us
on the Executive of PEP Air. We went through the Provincial Policy
Manual and updated a lot of it from the old name of PEP to the
Province's new name of EMBC. A couple of other changes were also
made, one of importance is the change of the 200HP rule for close
contour searches to a ratio of 13:1. We believe this will be safer for
all and the calculation is very easy. Take the Gross Takeoff weight
(check the POH for actual figures) of the aircraft divide it by the
HP of the engine. For example if you are flying a Cessna 182
and the Gross weight is 2950 pounds and the horsepower is 230
you would have a ratio of 12.826 (2950/230=12.826). That is
Alton King
Director General
less than 13 so you are good to go.
PEP Air - CASARA

On another note the National WEB Page has moved servers. During this time some of you
may have experienced trouble in getting onto the CASARA National Site. The URL of
www.casara.ca may not be letting you on. Until it is fully functional you can try the URL of
www.casara.biz. Also the CMS page where you can check your personal training is now
located at https://cms.casara.ca/login. We strongly suggest that you log into the CMS and
check your personal file. Here you can make changes to your address, email and all other
personal information. It is very important that this be updated by you whenever there is a
change in your status. If you experience a problem in logging into the CMS program for the
first time, please contact Keith Bennett at keith_bennett@telus.net or myself at
Continued on page 3.

Ken joined PEP Air – CASARA in 2001 and soon
became a cornerstone of Pitt Meadows
activities with access to club aircraft. As he was
in charge of his own time, Ken soon became a
rapid response resource in Pitt thereafter,
holding the position of Area Air Deputy for
CYPK as well as Zone Safety
Officer. At the Memorial Service in Ken's
honour I learned more about him
as a family man and not just his search and
rescue activities, I wish I had known him better.
Should you choose to do so, donations may be
made to the British Columbia
Cancer Foundation
http://bccancerfoundation.com/waysdonate/gift-memory.
Ken Malaniuk
1953 January 13 – 2012 May 16

Tom Fisher
South West Zone Commander

Message from Governor General David Johnston for
INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER DAY
OTTAWA—In my travels as Governor General, I have been
fortunate to bear witness to so many heartening examples of
Canadians giving freely of their time, talent, and resources.
They demonstrate through their actions that our social
conscience—our sense of responsibility toward others—is alive
and well.
These are tough times for many people around the world, yet
we should not forget that the generosity we demonstrate in
giving back to our communities is measured not merely by the
depth of our pockets, but also by the time we take out of our
schedules, however busy, to help others. We see this
generosity manifested in a myriad of ways as so many
Canadians devote a great deal of their time, both at home and
abroad, to making a difference in the lives of others. We are
also fortunate to live in a country where so many volunteer and
non-profit organizations have grown, from modest beginnings,
to local, national and international significance.
So, on the occasion of International Volunteer Day, I urge you to
take a moment and think about how you might make a
difference in someone else's life, be they a friend, a family
member or a stranger.
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South West Zone Evaluation
Al King. Continued from front page.
pepair.casara@gmail.com for assistance. If you forgot your password, drop myself a note
and I'll reset it for you. As for our Provincial WEB Page at www.embc-air.org, here you will
find the latest newsletter and a Member Only area where all our training programs are
kept as well as lots of other items like the Provincial Policy Manual, all the current forms
and PowerPoint presentations. If you do not have access to this area, you will have to
drop a note to the Provincial Training Officer Brian Dunham at b.dunham@shaw.ca, the
Deputy Director Fred Carey at fcarey@telus.net or myself at pepair.casara@gmail.com
giving us your name, email address and your CMS member number and request access
to the Provincial Page.
I am very pleased to see that 442 has been flying around the Province doing Military
Spotter Training flights. The most recent was in the Kootenay and Central Zones.
Remember to go on the military aircraft for training or tasking, you must be
Certified/Current.
Well that is about it for this time. I want to take this opportunity to wish each of you and
your families all the best for the New Year. Thank you for being a volunteer for PEP Air.
Your time and dedication is what makes this organization work the way it does.
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Drop Zone Mack!

by Mack Schat, target master and
spotter instructor, Northwest Zone.
Photos by Mack's son Danny.

This was a SAREX with 442 Comox Squadron last February in Smithers. We
simulated a plane crash (N9109K) at the drop zone...N 54° 53' 30” W 126° 16'
20”, elevation 1,730'.
I borrowed a heavy dummy from PEP's ground SAR team, that survived my
simulated crash to crawl away and became... “Charlie Black”! I was asked to put
up two casualties with plenty of blood…but the two SAR Techs did not know about
it, as a result the stretcher basket wasn't parachuted out. All the other stuff was
dropped. Bulls-eye!
The wreck is from a real crash! Originally the debris was amber but I painted one
side orange so we can use it for different scenarios. I pressed home to the actors,
do not to smile and act the real thing!

The casualties were Paul Schäfer and my daughter Lynn Van Cadsand. Paul is a
seventeen year old exchange student from Germany who is staying with Lynn until
June – he volunteered for this SAREX! The temperature was well below zero. The
survivors were “tied into” the wreck so the SAR Techs would have to cut them out
The scene looked very real from the air, once they located the ELT – yes, it was
armed. I had everything close to or right on the trail so the SAR Techs would not
need snowshoes! Both jumped very close to my trail and one landed within twenty
feet of the red panel and flag. A heavy landing in hard snow, three feet deep! The
SAR Techs were Sergeant Dwayne Guay and Master Corporal Anthony Vail.

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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I set up a fusee, it burns bright red
for ten minutes. For the Buffalo
crew I fired up one red flare which
they spotted. Also this fusee – they
were very pleased about it – and it
makes it more realistic! I have these
items plus a mirror, on me when I
go on a spotting.

Here I am setting
up a fusee.

Wind drift indicators.
Dwayne is already rescuing Lynn and Paul. This last wind indicator was dropped after
both SAR Techs were down – I videoed this one for future reference. The radio, little
chute fell down right at this yellow ribbon – I picked it up right away to talk to them, but it
had other stuff in it. How close it was to the dummy!

Anthony is in the background and other “space” material. Dwayne is “liberating”
Paul and Lynn – note the lawn chairs! No “derriére” treatment needed here! It is
not comfortable to sit for a long time in the snow so I put them in the chairs. They
had a great view of this show and Paul has something to remember about what
the Canadian Forces do: That Others May Live!
The navigator insisted on staying high up, too high for my target. To drop all the
rescue equipment right on target out of a fast moving Buffalo calls for absolute
trust and respect of your fellow crew members. This drop zone looked like a
mouse hole from 2,000 feet up! To find it by ELT, all the way from Comox…Bravo!
I set up a red panel and RCAF flag.
Continued on page 11.
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CASARA’s own Henry from ZBB....

and in a related story....
Congratulations Bill Vellie, Queen Elizabeth ll Diamond Jubilee Medal Recipient.
The Town Log, Port McNeill, November 2012
William (Bill) Vellie is an Angel Flight pilot volunteer. Angel Flight is a charitable, nonprofit organization that provides free, accessible air transportation for people who must
travel for medical purposes. He is also Zone Commander for Vancouver Island
CASARA. In addition, he is a volunteer manager at the Port McNeill Airport. Bill Vellie
also serves as the Sergeant-at-Arms for the Rotary Club of Port McNeill and the
Sergeant-at-Arms for the 101 North Island Air Force Squadron.
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Don McDonald
Provincial PEP Air
Safety Officer
This past
weekend, I pushed the Citabria out of the
hangar to do a
bit of a cleanup but the weather was so nice it
seemed a waste to
let the day go by without burning a bit of 100LL. I
did the pre-flight
inspection and wiped the moisture that hadn't
evaporated in the sun off of
the windows. During the run-up there was a neat
grey band that formed at the
prop tips giving a really obvious clue that there was lots
of moisture in the 4°C air. It was no surprise then to find a significant increase in RPM when I
applied the carb heat for about fifteen seconds.
Considering I learned to fly here on the wet coast, carb ice is one of those things that we learn to
live with and deal with appropriately. I have talked to pilots who say they just won't fly if they feel
there is any real danger of carb icing and are hesitant to use carb heat while on the ground as
they don't like the idea of unfiltered air going into their engine. Carb ice isn't something that they
are prepared to deal with and they attempt to avoid any situation where it may be a possibility. To
me this seems to be an accident waiting to happen. These folks are avoiding what they consider
to be the danger zone, that temperature range between 10-20°C with a relative humidity above
sixty percent. A little research will show that carb ice can occur in temperatures as high as 30°C
and fifty percent relative humidity. That is a really warm and sunny day in my part of the world!
In our flight schools we are taught that carburettor icing occurs when the pressure change
induced by the venturi together with the vaporization of the fuel causes the air passing through
the carburettor to lose heat rapidly, potentially as much as 20°C or more. If the temperature falls
below the freezing point and the incoming air is moist, ice can begin forming on some of the inner
surfaces of the carburettor restricting the flow of fuel/air to the engine. The classic symptoms
being a reduced RPM and perhaps a rough running engine with a fixed pitch prop. A reduction in
manifold pressure at a fixed throttle setting would be a first clue with a constant speed propeller.
The remedy for carb ice is to apply heat (consult your POH for specifics for your airplane). This is
generally unfiltered air that has been heated by the exhaust manifold and routed to the carburettor
with the intention of melting any ice that may be present. The water from the melting ice is then
ingested by the engine which may also cause some roughness until the ice is completely melted.
Once we are sure the ice is gone, carb heat can be turned off to restore full power. Since the carb
heat air source is heated by the engine, having sufficient heat during low power operation like a
descent can be a problem. The solution that was hammered into me in flight school was to apply
heat before reducing power and on long descents, warm the engine periodically to be able to melt
any ice accumulation.

Continued on page 11.
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With a new year ahead of us it is time to reflect on the state of
training in PEP Air. We hosted the Western Canada SAREX in
Cranbrook in August 2012. We had eight crews flying from three
(BC, AB, MB) provinces. We also had two additional PEP Air
aircraft acting as HiBird communications platforms. Events like
these would be impossible to organize without the dedication of the
large number of people needed to make it successful. I would like
to extend my sincere thanks to Zone Commander Don McKinnon
(Southwest Zone) for hosting the exercise. Also, a huge vote of
thanks goes out to the Exercise Committee members Dan and
Louise Shynuck and their army of volunteers. The event was a
resounding success, although in future endeavours we will attempt
to incorporate more flying into this type of training. The flying
activities did highlight the need to be aware of density altitude
considerations when operating in hot environmental conditions.
This is important not only for take offs and landings but also during
flight operations away from your departure or destination airports.

Brian Dunham
Provincial Training Officer

Although we often consider our main mission as JRCC Victoria tasks while supplementing 442 Sqn
during SAR missions, we also respond to a large number of tasks generated by Emergency
Management BC (EMBC). These are generally in the form of missing person searches. Over the
course of 2012 we have been encouraging closer liaison between PEP Air Search Coordinators and
GSAR Managers. Several zones are making excellent headway into improving their interoperability
between ourselves and our GSAR cousins. This includes improvements to communications, airground procedures and the integration of PEP Air Search Coordinators into GSAR headquarters
when needed. This type of interaction is beneficial to both groups and increases the safety and
effectiveness of the whole SAR team.
I have also noticed that some Zone Commanders are starting to attend the EMBC regional
meetings. This is an excellent way of showcasing the capabilities of PEP Air. Over the past year a
number of PEP Air members from all six zones were able to attend the “leveling the playing field”
symposiums. This was an exceptional chance to discuss the current state of EMBC rescue
resources and the challenges facing them, and determine ways we can enhance each other's
capabilities.
As we enter into 2013, a large portion of the field training curriculum will be re-focused on our basic
skills as pilots, navigators and spotters, as well as our SHQ, Administrative and financial skills. It is
important that we practice these skills so that we don't have to re-learn them every year. Another
focus of training at the provincial level will be educational information on Critical Incident Stress
Management.
We are continually trying to find ways to improve our PEP Air website. In the near future we will be
piggy backing our site onto the national CASARA site for ease of access and web site maintenance.
We will also be working on improving the blogging portion to make it easier for members to ask
questions and donate some words of wisdom. It is important that we all have a chance to be heard.
We will also continue to add and update our training presentations, forms and publications.
2012 was a challenging year and I am sure that 2013 will be as equally challenging. I would like to
thank each and every member of PEP Air for the outstanding dedication and effort you put forward
to help those in peril. On behalf of myself and my Assistant Provincial Training Officer Dave Qualley,
I wish everyone a safe and happy new year.
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Drop Zone Mack. Continued from page 4.

From the left: Paul, my kids Lynn and Danny, SAR Tecs Dwayne and
Anthony at the fire pit. We enjoyed a mid-winter picnic of baguettes, smoky
dogs and some pop. (I'm almost always behind the camera.) It's great to
have three volunteers in one family. (Mack was PEP Air's Volunteer of the
Year for 2003 and his daughter Lynn received the award in 2000.)
Lynn had her pickup and brought the SAR Techs and their equipment to the
waiting Buffalo at Smithers Airport (CYYD). 442 Squadron really appreciates
this drop zone. They generally give Mack a few days notice, then deploy
from Comox to Port Hardy, then to Smithers for the exercise.

Don McDonald. Continued from page 8.
Some more research on the topic suggests that it is rare for an engine to actually quit even though it
may run quite roughly when carb heat is applied. Some sources suggest that icing can cause enough
change in the ambient static pressures acting on the fuel in the float bowl that more fuel could be
forced through the metering jet so that combined with the richer mixture created by the introduced hot
air, the now extremely rich fuel/air mixture may be too rich to properly support combustion and only by
manually leaning the mixture will the engine stay running or be able to be restarted. One article
recommends “if applying carb heat results in loss of power, or even in significant “roughening” of the
engine, you must immediately open the throttle and pull the mixture control out far enough to smooth
out the engine. As the ice melts, restore the mixture gradually to the original position.” Again, a
thorough read of the POH is highly recommended!
In any case, it is apparent that there is almost always some risk of carb icing unless the relative
humidity is less than 25 percent and the outside air temperatures are well below freezing. Those
conditions are very rare indeed here on the coast so I will take heed of the advice given by a very
experienced aviation acquaintance (sixty years plus as a pilot!) ”no harm in pulling on the carb heat
early, if the engine hiccups or if you even think it has hiccupped pull the heat on, and always check for
ice before you release the brakes to takeoff.”
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George Nunn’s family surprised him
with an airplane birthday cake at a
recent Abbotsford training day and
yes, he shared it with everyone.

This newsletter requires input from you! So,
if you did anything, are, or will be doing
something in your zone, let me know (and
thereby everyone else) with a brief and
snappy article...remember however, that
this is not the place for the Great Canadian
Novel, “How To” pieces or those of an
instructional bent. These would best be
placed as links on our website, although
e,
m to m serialized articles are acceptable...first and
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Accompanying interesting photos would be
Loo
Trevor shaw.ca
@
y
wonderful but they must be captioned. Write
finchle
them, get them to me and I’ll do the rest.

Deadline for articles for the next issue is March 31st.
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